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This collection of essays offers a critical
reappraisal of Friederich Engels, a pivotal
figure of the classical European labour
movement. It deals with Engels after Marx
in several senses. Chronologically and
thematically, the authors examine the main
aspects of Engels social thought after the
end of his 40-year intellectual relationship
with Marx. Politically, the collection
attempts to make sense of Engelss legacy
in the aftermath of the 1989-1991
revolutions in Europe. The essays search
for new readings of Engelss texts. In the
spirit of a genuinely critical theory, the
authors pursue Engelss errors and
omissions,
uncover
his
rhetorical
manoeuvres, and point to insights and
conclusions in his thought that appear to
have withstood the test of time. The
guiding questions for the book are: what is
the nature of Engelss role as an
independent socialist thinker after Marxs
death in 1883? What is the theoretical
significance and the historical impact of his
wide-ranging contributions to philosophy,
science, political economy, history and
socialist politics? And what is Engels
intellectual and political legacy for the era
after Marx?
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Engels After Marx by Manfred B. Steger Paperback Book (English Manfred B. - Engels After Marx jetzt kaufen.
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long-time colleague of Karl Marx continues to influence the thought of socialist thinkers. This critical Engels After
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[Paperback]. by Steger, Manfred B. (EDT) / Carver, Terrell (EDT) Item Type, English Books (Paperback). Publication
Date, 2004/06. Publisher Engels after Marx - Google Books - One hundred years after the death of Friedrich Engels,
the long-time colleague of Karl Marx continues to influence the thought of socialist thinkers. This critical Engels After
Marx - PhilPapers Engels After Marx - Google Books Result One hundred years after the death of Friedrich Engels,
the longtime colleague of Karl Marx continues to influence the thought of socialist thinkers. Leading experts in political
theory examine such topics as scientific socialism, Engelss understanding of the relation between Engels after Marx Google Books - Engels After Marx is an impressive work of scholarship. It brings Engels out from under the shadow of
Marx and treats him as a thinker and activist in his own Engels After Marx - Google Books - This collection of essays
offers a critical reappraisal of Friederich Engels, a pivotal figure of the classical European labour movement. It deals
with Engels after Engels After Marx - One hundred years after the death of Friedrich Engels, the longtime colleague of
Karl Marx continues to influence the thought of socialist thinkers. This critical Engels After Marx : Manfred B. Steger
: 9780719056529 17. A Philosophical Compliment for Friedrich Engels. 37. Engelss Philosophy of Science. 55. Engels
and the Enlightenment Reading of Marx. 83. History. 109.
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